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Abstract: This paper is simply based on comparative study of the two algorithms which is based on Word 

Sense Disambiguation in Hindi language. Hindi is an human language which is used for people to express its 

views, In India the most used language for people is Hindi. The third most spoken language in all over the 

world is Hindi by the people. In Hindi language a word have more than one meaning, which is known as 

Ambiguity. For a human it is not difficult to find the meaning of a word but for a machine it is a big issue. Word 

Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is used for to find the correct meaning of a given word. There are no of algorithm 

purposed  for Word Sense Disambiguation(WSD).The main problem is what algorithm used to get accurate or 

suitable result  for a user to find correct meaning of a given Word .There are basically four methods  for  WSD 

namely supervised, unsupervised, semi supervised and knowledge based. There are various algorithms that 

come under supervised learning approach. . In this paper compare two supervised approach used to resolve the 

problem of ambiguity. Support Vector Machine (SVM) and new lesk algorithm is one of the algorithms that 

come under supervised learning approach. So the main need of this paper is to study the comparative analyst of 

above two or more WSD algorithm and examine its effects on Hindi language. In my paper for find the result I 

simply take 10 Hindi words to compare the algorithms.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In Hindi language a single word has different meaning. This is Handel in machine by using WSD 

algorithms.WSD simply finds the correct sense of a given word. It is the essence of communication in 

natural language processing. For instance, consider an example of the word „volume‟. The volume of 

the music is too high. In this sentence “the volume means the loudness of the sound instead of other 

possibilities like amount of space occupied by something or a series of a book”. To identify the 

particular meaning of a word, also known as lexical disambiguation or WSD, is hardly a problem for a 

human, but for a machine, which has no base for knowing which meaning is suitable in a given 

sentence is a complex task. But in case of human it is easy to find the correct sense of a word in Hindi 

language or changing the meaning of the word according to requirement. So the working of WSD is 

simply finding the correct meaning of ambiguous word in Hindi language in a given context. 

Table1. Example of ambiguous word “मलू” 

Context1: बरगद के वकृ्ष कक मलू सबसे मोटी होती ह ै

Context2:गाओ ंके लो बहुत बीमार हो रह ेथे किसका मलू वहााँ की फैली गंदगी था  

Context3: कहदंसु्तान में महगंाई होने का कारन हर वस्त ुका मलू बढ़ गया ह ै 

In Table1 the word “मलू” is common in three sentences. In Hindi language it represents the different 

sense in different context. In Table1 the word “मलू” represent three senses. In first context the “मलू” 

refers to the stem of the tree. In second context “मलू” refers to the reason. In third context “मलू” refers 

to the price of things. For a human it is easy to find the correct sense of a given word in no of 

contexts. But for a machine it is a great issue. This problem is solving by   machine with help of 

ambiguity. 

For a system it is easy to find the correct meaning of a given word in a given context if we provide a 

traning to the system .From table1 the correct sense of word “मलू” in context2 is sense 1 from table 2.  
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Table2. Different senses of word “मलू” 

1Basic: बुकनयादी,आधार भतू, आधार की, आधार संबंधी , मूल 2Basis:आधार,नींव,िड,मूल 3Constituent: कनवााचक कनवााचकसंघका 

सदस्य मूल सार,त्वअवयव 4Content: तकृि , सन्तोष, सन्तुष्टता, रिामन्दी  समाई, तत्व, मूल copy: नकल उतारना, मूल देख कर प्रकतकलकि 

बनाना , अनकुरण करना 6Decompose: िथृक िथृक करना, मूल अवयवों मे िररणत करना, गलाना, कवकछिन्न करना, कवशे्लषण करना . सडाना . 

कबगड िाना या सड िाना 7Derivative: दसूरी वस्त ु से कलया हुआ , व्यतु्िकतलब्ध , व्यतु्िन्न ,  मूल धातु से उत्िन्न शब्द,यौकगक िद.प्रसतू 

8Element: तत्व, मूल वस्त,ु मूल, िड  9Fundamental: मलूभतू, आवश्यक, मौकलक, बुकनयादी  

No of WSD techniques are present to find the correct sense of a given word in a given context in 

Hindi language. These are supervised approach, semi-supervised approach, unsupervised approach 

and Knowledge based approach or Dictionary based approach. Supervised approach is also known as 

“Corpus-based “approach which have high interaction between human and system.  

Supervised methods are based on common sense i.e. the sentence in which ambiguous words 

occurrence can provide enough information by its own which is needed to disambiguate the word. 

SVM‟s and memory based learning are the most core examples of this method. Unsupervised methods 

are also known as word sense induction. This technique assumes that the senses which are similar 

usually occur in similar contexts. The disadvantage of supervised approach lead to the generation of 

semi- supervised method. In this type of learning both labelled and unlabelled data is allowed. 

Dictionary and knowledge based method works on the principle that the words with multiple 

meanings are correlated with each other and their relation can be obtained from the words and their 

senses. This approach works by overlapping the words with the greatest match of an ambiguous word 

with the dictionary meaning. This is a traditional approach used for disambiguation. 

To determine the exact meaning of a given word in Hindi language we simply use Hindi word net. It 

is a standard to determine the meaning of Hindi word. It is currently available in Princeton University 

since the 1980s. The meaning is represented in the wordnet with the help of polysemous word. It is 

like a dictionary where meaning and synonyms of the word is present. To find the exact meaning of 

given ambiguous word to check its exact meaning from Hindi dictionary.WSD is needed in a no of 

application to information retrieval, correction of spelling etc. No of algorithm are present for the 

purpose of WSD. But in Hindi language no much work is done for remove the ambiguity of a given 

word. And no more work is done to compare which algorithm is best to remove the ambiguity of a 

given word. 

Based on available literature and previous result I simply find which approach is better to find the 

meaning of ambiguis word in Hindi language. For this purpose I compare the two approach name 

SVM and New Lesk approach in which first is based on knowledge or Decision based approach and 

second is based on supervised approach .To find the accurate result ten Hindi words are taken for 

experiments. For each approach a table is drawn to show the result. Algorithms are present in section 

2 and their result and conclusion find in section 3. 

2. DIFFERENT WSD APPROACHES 

2.1. Support Vector Machine [1]  

This approach is based on supervised approach. This algorithm is based on the to provide the training 

to the system. And after the initial phase is completed, future data sets given to the algorithm can be 

classified with no or minimal human intervention. The Table3 show the working step of SVM 

algorithm. 

Table3. SVM Algorithm 

Step 1: Import a word dictionary and use it as a database 

Step 2  The Dictionary contains words and its meaning which are assigned or specific decimal values 

Step 3  Now match the Precision values with the words inside the dictionary and get the actual meanings 

of the word 

Step 4 Display SVM graph 

2.2. New Lesk Approach [2] 

This approach is based on Knowledge based or decision based. The Table 3 show the working step of 

new lesk approach. 
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Table4. New Lesk Algorithm 

Step 1:  Calculate the no word in a sentence. This includes 

the removal of special tokens like „,‟ or „|‟ 

followed by all the specialized symbols. 

Step 2  senseCount←Number of senses  Calculate the number of senses of the word.  

Step 3  instance Count 

←Context window of size 𝑛, where 𝑛 is 

determined dynamically  

Calculate the instance output of every target word. 

The context window is dynamic. SVM approach is 

applied and graphical user  

interface is developed  

 if given word sense overlaps the target word 

sense, then, instanceCount += 1 

Context window are the number of left and the 

right words of the target words.  

Step 4 for each target word in context vector 

Step 5 Determine precision Output 

3. RESULT AND CONCLUSIONS 

Table5. Precision output of SVM Approach 

Precision 

 n = 5 n = 10 n = 15 n = 20 n = 25 
हार 0.307 0.32 0.335 0.349 0.364 
डाक 0.023 0.39 0.457 0.523 0.59 
ढाल 0.06 0.09 0.19 0.29 0.29 
धनु 0.10 0.14 0.19 0.14 0.19 
ग्राम 0.562 0.591 0.62 0.649 0.677 
हल 0.197 0.207 0.217 0.227 0.237 
मांग 0.0736 0.796 0.080 0.0916 0.0956 
मलू 0.07 0.09 0.19 0.29 0.39 
तीर 0.10 0.24 0.32 0.56 0.68 
उतर 0.662 0.695 0.728 0.762 0.795 

Table6. Precision output of Lesk Approach 

Precision 

 n = 5 n = 10 n = 15 n = 20 n = 25 
हार 0.411 0.429 0.448 0.468 0.488 
डाक 0.433 0.523 0.612 0.701 0.791 

ढाल 1.327 0.121 0.255 0.389 0.523 

धनु 1.327 0.054 0.121 0.188 0.255 

ग्राम 0.754 0.793 0.831 0.869 0.907 

हल 0.264 0.277 0.291 0.304 0.318 

मांग 1.067 1.12 1.174 1.227 1.281 
मलू 1.327 0.121 0.255 0.389 0.523 
तीर 1.327 0.255 0.523 0.791 1.059 
उतर 0.887 0.931 0.976 1.021 1.065 

The above Table 5 and Table 6 shows the precision values of  two different approaches; New Lesk 

approach and SVM approach. 

Here “n” denotes the size of context window and in both the approaches the size of context windows 

are equal. The precision is calculated for Hindi words over window size (5, 10, 15, 20, 25) is shown in 

both the tables. The similar Data set is provided to both the approaches. The data set contains ten 

Hindi words, these words have more than one meaning and they form ambiguity in the paragraph used 

in a training set. As seen from the table SVM approach has high precision values which indicates that 

SVM approach has good accuracy to disambiguate the paragraph in compare to the  New Lesk 

approach. 
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